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Children born into the Regis clan on Friday, July 13, might notice that there's something
a little different about them. And ten-year-old twins, Asa and Birdie Regis, are about to
find out what it is. Asa and Birdie learn from their Grandpa Carleton that they are
blessed with superpowers. These powers, Grandpa explains, can only be used to help
other children in need. The twins soon begin using their skills to help children all across
the country-to Texas where Michael is being bullied, to Florida where Jackson is stuffed
in a school locker, and to California to aid Kurt who is having problems in school. Asa
and Birdie are faced with challenging choices as they help children from all walks of life.
But as their special powers won't last forever, Asa and Birdie may have to be heroes
without using any powers. Do they have what it takes?
Your sister needs you. But her child needs you more... A moving page-turner with a
heart-pounding dilemma: Your sister or her baby. Who do you choose? Fans of Jodi
Picoult and Jojo Moyes will love Australia's Kelly Rimmer. As children, Lexie and Annie
were incredibly close. Bonded by the death of their beloved father, they weathered the
storms of life together. When Lexie leaves home to follow her dream, Annie is forced to
turn to her leather-bound journal as the only place she can confide her deepest secrets
and fears... As adults, sisters Lexie and Annie could not be more different. Lexie is a
successful doctor and happily engaged. Annie is an addict - a thief, a liar and unable to
remain clean. When Annie's newborn baby is in danger of being placed in foster care,
Annie picks up the phone to beg her sister for help. Will Lexie agree to take in her
young niece? And how will Annie survive, losing the only thing in her life worth living
for? What do you do when your sister, an addict, tells you she's pregnant and needs
your help? BEFORE I LET YOU GO is the stunning new novel from Kelly Rimmer,
internationally bestselling Australian author of THE SECRET DAUGHTER, ME
WITHOUT YOU, WHEN I LOST YOU and A MOTHER'S CONFESSION. 'Get ready for
fireworks in your book club when you read Kelly Rimmer's Before I Let You Go! One of
the best books for discussion that I've read in years.' DIANE CHAMBERLAIN, New
York Times bestselling author 'Kelly Rimmer writes with wisdom and compassion about
the relationships between sisters, mother and daughter, aunt and niece. She captures
the anguish of addiction, the agonizing conflict between an addict's best and worst
selves ... this is a novel about the deepest love possible.' LUANNE RICE, New York
Times bestselling author
Pilot Elijah Lawson always knew he’d return to Jessamine, marry a hometown girl and
settle into very predictable life. After all, he made promises to his parents that once
he’d gotten his fill of adventure that he would do exactly that… and Eli was a man of his
word. Only he's never been able to get the bewitching redhead he’d fallen hard for two
years earlier out of his head and he’s afraid that no woman in Jessamine will ever
measure up. Unfortunately, that doesn’t stop his family from trying to set him up with
every single woman in town… until Skye Holland shows up on his doorstep. The only
reason Skye Holland moved back to North Carolina was so she could do the right thing
for her one year old son. A boy, after all, needed his father, while she… she simply
needed a fresh start. But first, she has to let Eli know that their red-hot affair had
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consequences. Consequences she has no intentions of repeating, no matter how many
old feelings come rushing to the surface when they’re together. Too bad for Skye that
Elijah has other ideas and he’s not going to let this second chance at love get away
again.
In 1975, Vietnamese orphan Cathy Carter arrives In England to begin a new life. Her
childhood in the New Forest is idyllic, but when she is fifteen tragedy strikes. Her
adoptive parents are killed in a fire, and she is left with her strange, uncommunicative
adoptive twin sisters. Sad and lonely, Cathy joins a local theatre group, where she
becomes besotted with one of the directors. Nico is forty, and very good-looking, but he
preys on vulnerable young girls, and has set his sights on Cathy. She is petite and
pretty, and she is due to inherit a fortune. On her sixteenth birthday, Nico blackmails the
twins into allowing Cathy to marry him. Their marriage soon turns sour, and after their
daughter, Sammy-Jo, is born Cathy escapes with the child to Spain. But one day, Nico
finds them...
I’ll do anything to protect my daughter… When I pick my beloved daughter Poppy up
from school one afternoon, my mind races when I see the little girl holding Poppy’s
hand. With the same heart-shaped face, long brown hair and dark eyes, the two girls
look identical. In fact, they look like sisters. Is the secret I’ve been holding on to for so
long about to be revealed? That night, I cuddle Poppy even harder, desperately trying
to decide what to do. And then my husband’s phone vibrates. A message. And then
another. And another. All from a number I don’t recognise. Is someone going to tell my
husband what I did? Could I be about to lose everything I have worked so hard to
protect? But I’ve spent so long hiding the truth, I never stopped to wonder if I was the
only liar in the family… The only thing I’m sure of is that nobody is going to take my
child away from me. If you can’t get enough of addictive psychological thrillers like
Gone Girl, The Wife Between Us and The Marriage, you’ll love The Liar’s Child. With
nail-biting suspense and an ending that will make your heart pound, this is one book
you simply won’t be able to put down. What readers are saying about Sheryl Browne:
‘Oh my goodness I can finally breathe!! What an amazing, addictive, totally gripping
read this was… you will not be able to put it down!!!’ Goodreads reviewer, 5 stars ‘I
read it in less than a day, I HAD to know what happened, to who and when!!!!… 10/10.’
Goodreads reviewer, 5 stars ‘Phew… Goosebumps, shivers down my spine and the
hairs on the back of my neck were standing on end, that’s how good this book is.’
Goodreads reviewer, 5 stars ‘Woah! This book was crazy good, talk about mind
games! Wow, I feel out of breath after reading this! Absolutely sucked me in, I was
totally captivated and couldn't put this one down… an incredible read… blew my mind.’
Bonnie’s Book Talk, 5 stars ‘WOW! Grabbed me from the BIG bam in the beginning all
the way to the last word! Twisted, twisty, dark, compulsive rollercoaster of a story!…
Read this book!!’ Goodreads reviewer, 5 stars ‘Wow! Wow! Wow! Wow! What a
rollercoaster of a ride that story was, bloody brilliant!… If you enjoyed The Girl on the
Train and Gone Girl then this story is for you!’ Between the Pages Book Club, 5 stars
‘I’m speechless… it is just that amazing.’ Rachel’s Random Reads, 5 stars ‘Clear
some room in your diary, you will not want to put this down!!’ Goodreads reviewer, 5
stars ‘Absolutely amazing. Twisted, thrilling and chilling. This book is one you will pick
up and not want to put down. A five plus star!’ Goodreads reviewer, 5 stars ‘Stunning…
Gripping, tense and suspenseful… a heart in mouth and pulse-racing realistic thriller… I
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loved it.’ Goodreads reviewer, 5 stars ‘An unputdownable read. I loved that I had no
idea what the author had in store next for me.’ By the Letter Book Reviews, 5 stars
It is a gripping and heartbreaking historical fiction about love, friendship and fight for
survival during the war.
My sister Holly is dead. I still can’t bring myself to say those words out loud. Even as I
catch my first glimpse of sunlight on the lake, as I approach the small town where we
grew up. I promised myself I would never go back there. That it would be safer for us
both if I stayed away forever… But Holly’s little girls need me. They have no-one else.
And they might be in danger. Because I know Holly’s death wasn’t an accident. She
didn’t slip and drown out by the old boardwalk, surrounded by trees and dark water.
She would never have gone there, if she had a choice. Someone has done this to keep
her silent. If whoever killed Holly knows my secret too, then I need to find them before
they find me. Otherwise, I’ll be next. An absolutely gripping, twisty suspense novel
about secrets between sisters that will keep you turning the pages late into the night.
Perfect for fans of The Girl on the Train, The Woman in the Window and The Silent
Patient. Readers love Kelly Heard: “WOW!!!... Gripped me so hard that I simply
couldn't put the book down!!... The ending left me breathless… So good and
unputdownable… Will take your breath away!!” Tropical Girl Reads,????? “OMG what a
story!... Twisty, fast paced… Sure to keep you guessing from page one! Full of mystery,
tension and suspense… Had my heart pounding… The best thriller I've read this year.”
Goodreads reviewer, ????? “I’m speechless… This book blew my mind. I can’t stop
thinking about it… Gripping until you were on the edge of your seat dying turning pages
like nothing. Because the book was that good.” Reviews by Bee, ????? “WOW!!!…
brilliant… The intrigue builds and builds until BAM that ending!!… as soon as I read it, I
thought OH MY GOD, OF COURSE!… Miss this one and miss out.” Goodreads
reviewer, ????? “Ooh… fabulous… I never knew what to expect… Kept me guessing…The
ending was full on nail-biting… I couldn’t put it down.” Goodreads reviewer, ????? “A
stellar read that gripped me from the first page! The twists were amazing… I could not
put it down.” Kit Kaboodle & Family, ????? “Had me gripped and on the edge of my
seat reading it, I really struggled to put it down… Very thrilling.” NetGalley reviewer,
????? “One of my books of the year!… So gripping… Seriously, pick this up!!” Goodreads
reviewer, ????? “Gripping… Addictive… I loved every single second.” Little Miss Book
Lover 87 ????? “I was hooked… Glued to my eReader until the end… A must read.”
Steph and Chris’s Book Review ????? “Breath-taking… Had me hooked… A thrilling
conclusion that I did not see coming.” Once Upon a Time Book Blog ????? “A mustread!… Wonderful, suspenseful… Kept me hooked.” Brianne’s Book Reviews ?????

Wealth and privilege can't buy you love... or keep your secrets safe. The de
Santoval sisters are heiresses to a glamorous fashion house, and the darlings of
LA society. Violetta is the hottest reality TV star of the moment, with a fierce
press interest to rival Hollywood's A-list. Carlotta is an exclusive horse trainer, as
wild as the stallions she breaks in. Fine-arts consultant Grace is hiding a dark
secret she must keep hidden at all costs. Their mother, wealthy fashion maven
Birdie De Santoval, lies unconscious following a mysterious accident. Blame
soon falls on their powerful but ruthless tycoon father, the missing Leon De
Santoval. Beneath the ritzy façade of the de Santoval family lies a web of deceit
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and betrayal that hides a secret that threatens to destroy them all... What readers
are saying about Kate Forster: 'This beautifully descriptive and touching story
about love and hope is fabulous sunshine reading' Closer. 'A lovely get-awayfrom-it-all read' Red. 'Enticing and addictive. I loved it' I heart Chick Lit. 'A funfilled, feel-good holiday read which is ideal just to put a big smile on your face'
Reviewed the Book. 'Forster takes us on an enjoyable and emotional roller
coaster ride in this captivating story about the price of fame' Blackpool Gazette.
From the bestselling author of Mrs. Poe and Twain’s End comes a “poignant,
beautifully rendered story of two sisters who find the courage to reclaim their
bond after years of misunderstandings and heartbreak” (Melanie Benjamin, New
York Times bestselling author) during the Great Depression. 1934. Ruth has
been single-handedly raising four young daughters and running her family’s
Indiana farm for eight long years, ever since her husband, John, was infected by
the infamous “sleeping sickness” devastating families across the country. If only
she could trade places with her older sister, June: blonde and beautiful, married
to a wealthy doctor, living in a mansion in St. Paul. And June has a coveted job,
too, as one of “the Bettys,” the perky recipe developers who populate the
famous Betty Crocker test kitchen. But these gilded trappings hide sorrows: she
has borne no children. And the man she loves more than anything belongs to
Ruth. When the two sisters reluctantly reunite after a long estrangement, June’s
bitterness about her sister’s betrayal sets into motion a confrontation that’s been
years in the making. And their mother, Dorothy, who’s brought the two of them
together, has her own dark secrets, which might blow up the fragile peace she
hopes to restore between her daughters. An emotional journey of redemption,
inner strength, and the ties that bind families together, for better or worse, The
Sisters of Summit Avenue is a moving and heartfelt tribute to mothers, daughters,
and sisters everywhere.
As they walked towards the railway station, their mother took an envelope from
her handbag. ‘I want you to keep this somewhere safe.’ ‘What’s in the letter?’
‘Listen carefully. You’re never to open it unless you or your sister are in real
trouble. Promise me.’ England, 1943: Home is no longer safe for eight-year-old
twins Molly and Jacob. Night after night wailing bombs and screeching planes
skim the rooftops overhead. They cradle each other, shivering in terror, not
knowing if they will live to see dawn. Their mother, Martha, has no choice but to
evacuate them to the safety of the countryside. At the train station, Martha bites
back tears as she says goodbye to her precious children. Knowing she might
never see them again, she gives Jacob a letter, pressing the envelope into his
hands and telling him to only read it if they are in danger. In the country, Molly
and Jacob must adjust to life with strangers. Every night they dream of returning
home to the arms of their beloved mother. But then the unimaginable happens.
Martha is killed in an explosion, leaving the twins all alone in the world. The war
has robbed Molly and Jacob of everything – all they have left is one another.
Motherless and destitute, they face the grim reality of life in an orphanage. The
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time has finally come for Jacob to open the letter. What secret does it hold, and
could it change the course of their tragic fate? Because if they are together, they
can survive anything – but what if they are torn apart? From the bestselling
author of The Orphan Sisters comes an utterly heartbreaking and unforgettable
tale of two children who must lean on each other in a time of tragedy and learn
the shocking truth of their past. Fans of Wives of War, Lisa Wingate and Diney
Costeloe will be swept away by this sublime World War Two novel. Readers
absolutely love The Lost Children: ‘THIS. BOOK. WAS. AMAZING. It made me
sob so bad… Beautiful… Everything was perfect.’ The Confessions of a Music and
Book Addict, ????? ‘Completely captivated me… Completely heartwarming and
uplifting… Managed to leave me with a smile on my face and a happy feeling in
my heart… I was caught at the very first page didn’t put it down until I’d finished
it!… You will absolutely love this!!… Such a wonderful read!!!’ Stardust Book
Reviews, ????? ‘Outstanding… What a fantastic page-turner!… Heart-breaking…
Keep the tissues handy because you will need them!’ Goodreads Reviewer,
????? ‘A gripping storyline from beginning to the end!… So compelling that I was
brought to tears… I would give it more than 5 stars if I could!’ Goodreads
Reviewer, ????? ‘What an overwhelming, heart-touching book. This book is so
perfect… So emotional… This author deserves 5 perfect stars.’ The Book Chic
Blog, ????? ‘A hauntingly beautiful story… Had me captivated from the first page…
Beautiful yet heartbreaking… Keeps you glued to the pages… You never want the
book to end.’ Goodreads Reviewer ‘This book had me sucked right in. I didn’t
want to stop reading it. I was hooked… Utterly fantastic story… Heartbreaking… I
will admit to shedding tears. So tissues are a necessity when reading this
absolutely awesome book.’ Goodreads Reviewer, ????? ‘Had me in tears.’
Goodreads Reviewer, ????? ‘Another wonderful book from Shirley Dickson that
kept me hooked from start to finish and I can highly recommend this book.’
Goodreads Reviewer, ?????
After the death of her Mother and sister, Aurora's father, Merv, moves them
across the world to LA, where he forges a new career as a celebrity ghost hunter,
thanks to Aurora's dreams. But Aurora sees her father changing into a character
she doesn't recognize – his alter ego - Clive Soul. Unable to keep the father she
knows beside her, she tells him her dreams have stopped, causing him to resort
to dramatisation to keep his career alive. But his actions are drawing evil closer
as he continues to delve into the spiritual realm. Protected by the spirit of her
Mother and sister, Aurora is the only one who can prevent them from being
enveloped by the darkness...
The year is 1918; an underground explosion competes with the First World War
to deprive a village mining community of its male population. For years to come,
skepticism would thrive upon one question: was the explosion pure accident or a
result of the owners negligence to provide adequate safety measures? Moreover,
would anyone ever learn the truth? While wives and villagers waited for news,
everyone condemned their time-honored adversaries, the wealthy mine owners,
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who, long before the truth for such a catastrophe could be identified these
wealthy owners, aided by the most powerful secret organization in the land, took
steps to avoid any blame and responsibility falling upon them. In so doing,
ruthless businessman Henry Cotes discovers evidence his late brother-in-law
and former partner led a double life for many years by being romantically
involved with a woman other than his wife. Seeking her out, Henry realizes their
love for each other had been deep and indisputable. Moreover, meeting with her,
and later with his sister he discovered to his horror that he must revise his
thinking regarding females. They were not, as his gender specific doctrine taught,
merely subservient to the male, but a resourceful, manipulative driving force, and
always had been. Centuries of class distinction beginning to crumble, love now
appeared able to cross the great social divide. With his newfound discernment,
Henry mellows and attempts to encourage an ill-fated romance between starcrossed young lovers of differing social status. To help him with this delicate task
he enlists the aid of his daughter, the feisty Antoinette, who by her selfdetermination, becomes a role model, encouraging other young women to take a
more assertive, dominant role in life.
Gothiniad of Surazeus - Oracle of Gotha presents 150,792 lines of verse in 1,948
poems, lyrics, ballads, sonnets, dramatic monologues, eulogies, hymns, and
epigrams written by Surazeus 1993 to 2000.
Children are one of the largest new user groups of mobile technology -- from
phones to micro-laptops to electronic toys. These products are both lauded and
criticized, especially when it comes to their role in education and learning. The
need has never been greater to understand how these technologies are being
designed and to evaluate their impact worldwide. Mobile Technology for Children
brings together contributions from leaders in industry, non-profit organizations,
and academia to offer practical solutions for the design and the future of mobile
technology for children. *First book to present a multitude of voices on the
design, technology, and impact of mobile devices for children and learning
*Features contributions from leading academics, designers, and policy makers
from nine countries, whose affiliations include Sesame Workshop, LeapFrog
Enterprises, Intel, the United Nations, and UNICEF *Each contribution and case
study is followed by a best practice overview to help readers consider their own
research and design and for a quick reference
Out of a cycle of failure, one woman’s story of recovery and redemption. A child
of alcoholic parents is left with a severe lack of self-worth, and a craving for
acceptance and love fed by drugs and alcohol. Hope for those who have tried
and failed to quit and those who love them.
From bartender to royal lover in less than a day.... When she'd reported to work,
Dani had no idea she'd share a passionate night with the man of her dreams. But
when that man turns out to be the crown prince of one of the wealthiest countries
in the world, she's horrified. Unfortunately, she might also be pregnant with the
heir to that throne. Kalil Asidua Benoit, Sheik of Asham, is entranced by the
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delicate beauty he's found in Dani but knows that their relationship can go no
further than their one night of passion. He's dumbfounded though when his
expensive gift of thanks is rejected. And further intrigued when she refuses to
become his mistress. Unable to work around her objections initially, he's gratified
when he discovers that the woman he can't seem to do without, is pregnant with
his heir. That fact allows him to "protect" her and bring her to his country. Dani is
furious when she's abducted but can't resist whenever Kalil touches her. She
can't protect her heart or her body from his onslaught of charm and passion but
will he take care of the gift of her love? Or treat it as he does any of his other
possessions?
The content of this collection is written in the span of a decade and half, 1998 –
2012; the time when I lapse frequently into moments of “nil”. Nil means nothing...
zero... zilch. So, basically, these are the times when my mind suddenly goes
blank; and those times can vary from three days to three months, even one year.
At those times, all I could do was absorb. Even though I dislike it so much that I
couldn’t do anything creatively, I have to say that those moments gave me some
sort of freedom to put things together; and when the inspiration and ideas come
out, they come in like a hurricane. This compilation of five volumes was formed
from the wreck and debris – Flora Tavu
Harlequin® Presents brings you four new titles for one great price! This Presents
box set includes: A CHRISTMAS VOW OF SEDUCTION (Princes of Petras) by
Maisey Yates With one band of gold, Prince Andres of Petras can erase his
past—and most pleasurable—sins. But his prospective bride is untamable Princess
Zara. So the playboy prince must seduce her into compliance and crown her by
Christmas! UNWRAPPING THE CASTELLI SECRET (Secret Heirs of
Billionaires) by Caitlin Crews Lily Holloway turned her back on the forbidden
passion she shared with Rafael Castelli five years ago. But when their paths
cross again, Lily attempts to veil herself with deception in order to retain her
freedom…and her child! LARENZO'S CHRISTMAS BABY (One Night With
Consequences) by Kate Hewitt After two years behind bars, Larenzo Cavelli is
determined to get his life back…starting with Emma Leighton. It was deception
that imprisoned him, so what will happen when he discovers Emma's secret?
One he might never be able to forgive… SHACKLED TO THE SHEIKH (Desert
Brothers) by Trish Morey Nanny Tora Burgess eagerly waits to meet her new
boss—but is horrified to discover he's her red-hot, one-night lover! Rashid is cold,
distant and has a shocking proposal that will shackle her to the sheikh forever!
Look for 8 new exciting stories every month from Harlequin® Presents!
Have you ever been a victim of incest, molest, or rape? Have you been living with
this tormenting untold secret since that unfortunate day? Maybe this trauma has
pushed you so far into denial that you now wear different masks to cover up the
pain and shame that you believe no one will understand. Has your life been
rewritten by the constant and consistent consumption of drugs and alcohol, or
has it lead you into a life of promiscuity? It was not your fault, my sister. As
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difficult as it is, please read the entire book in order to fully understand that there
are others who have experienced your pain. It was not their fault either. As you
read, I encourage you to rewind the tape of that dreadful day you were forced to
partake in such sick act and address it head on. Have your pity party. Then let it
go. Don't just let it go to the wind but give it to the Lord, all of it. Give him the hurt,
the shame, and the pain. J. J. Martin has not only served in uniform, but she
continually serves God's people through her Bible study teachings. We are called
by God after we have accepted Christ into our hearts, but a few are chosen to
fulfill specific assignments. J. J. Martin was called and chosen to operate in the
ministry of healing and deliverance by leading victims of abuse, both males and
females, to walk in victory after going through their process of healing. Life After
Abuse is purposely being written presently as the follow up to Untold Secrets of
My Sisters from a godly perspective to teach victims to not only forgive
themselves but to walk in total victory.
Retrogressive forces in an African set up.
Reproduction of the original: The Grip of Desire by Hector France
This volume contains an interesting collection of essays on the heroes of Teutonic song and
legend.
Both a memoir and a medical study, this unique work explores the extensive and tragic reach
of craniosynostosis, the premature fusing of the cranial sutures in infants. The author--born
with craniosynostosis in 1975--documents his and his family's struggles, weaving his story into
a broader view of this birth defect. Included are interviews with respected craniofacial
surgeons, neurosurgeons and pediatric anesthesiologists, an explanation of the major types of
craniosynostosis, and a summary of the modern medical history of cranial sutures, as well as
ancient treatments dating to the time of Hippocrates. The experiences of 11 American families
affected by craniosynostosis are chronicled, demonstrating the uniqueness of each case and
each treatment. Their stories illustrate the surgical techniques now being used to release
cranial sutures, allowing the brain to grow naturally--though not every story ends this way.
The spiritual search is an unfolding mystery that takes as many forms as there are seekers on
the path. Whatever it is that compels a person to search for that mysterious and gripping
missing link in our being, has a narrative of its own, no two are ever the same. A barefoot holy
man blesses a Moroccan child in the marketplace in Casablanca, Find the bird with crooked
wings , he tells her. Unwavering in her determination, Shaafia becomes a translator, but not
merely of words. A drop-out frenchman is carried off from a beach in Goa. In a Hindu ashram
Thophile is commanded to study an ancient Indian scripture and then is abruptly sent home to
serve the reincarnation of the crippled saint who wrote it. An Australian nurse searches for her
lost aboriginal heritage in the desert, where, after her initiation, the elders tell her of the birth of
her spirit child. When Kate finds it, the child is unlike any she has ever seen. Like spokes on a
wheel, drawn in towards the hub, seemingly unrelated incidents launch unexpected journeys,
where disparate characters confront their obstacles and their preconceptions, finally to arrive at
a mutual rendezvous in a crumbling french chteau. When each of them recognises that they
have discovered the goal of their search, they find each other. The goal of their search
however is not what they had expected. Trapped in a physically disabled body lives a child with
the power to open others to their own potential. Pia is eight years old. She has cerebral palsy
but she also has the subtle and powerful wisdom of an ancient soul. Crooked Wings is a story
of interwoven journeys, of revelation and restoration, where every pilgrim, driven by their thirst
to know, pursues a unique path and must learn to read the sign posts of their progress in their
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own personal language. The ultimate message is about Love, is about finding the heart, is
about trusting that, within each of them, their questioning can be answered.
"The Red Grip" tells the true story of a womans 30-year journey as a social worker/teacher,
from her first job to her last, who, when faced with human, secular, and supernatural evil, has
taken flight literally, figuratively, and spiritually, but always with her best companion, The Red
Grip. (Christian)
During the Holocaust the young Hetty was rounded up by the Nazis and sent for 14 long
months to Belsen Concentration Camp. Hetty and her two little brothers were forcefully
separated from their parents. This is her story; how she as one of the eldest children had to
become the ‘Little Mother’ not only taking care of her two brothers but also forty young
children living in Barrack 211 known as ‘The Children’s House of Belsen’. At fourteen-yearsold, an unimaginable task amidst the inhumane conditions of hunger, cold, sickness death and
despair, she kept up her spirits. A truly remarkable story of a young girl’s determination.
First Voices is an amazingly good work with impressive writing skills that immediately places it
as a valuable work to own. It puts Biblical characters and events in a fresh perspective. This is
an impressive work that appears to be another Testament. First Voices tells the story of Adam
and Eve, Shem and Eber, Noah and the Flood, Sarah, Keturah, Hagar and Abraham, The
Minos of Crete, Nimrod and Canaan, Chedorlaomer and the city of Babylon, Esau and Jacob
Judah and Shua, the Pharoah and Joseph, the Tower of Babel, the great war of Abraham, the
tragedy of Lot, the thinker Jacob and independent Judah. Many other stories presents an
uncanny insight into the world's first personalities. This book transcends intelligence and
religious narrative. It is a master's craft at its best. First Voices is a great achievement into the
world of Biblical literature. Historic events are rendered in grand depictions in epic porportions.
It offers an insightful penetration into the word of God and seems to be a separate Testament
speaking to the world how God interacts with mankind in real life. First Voices is a beautiful,
wonderful, poetic work. And perhaps, the greatest Biblical epic ever written!
At a luxury resort in Mauritius, two newlywed couples are on honeymoon. On the surface, they
seem to have it all. But behind the filtered photos and fake smiles is the truth… Tansy isn’t
really in love. Daniel is trying to escape the biggest mistake of his life. Nikki’s past is catching
up with her. Arne’s heart is about to be broken. They all have secrets. And before the
honeymoon is over, their happiness will be shattered. Because one of them is going to die…
This dark, addictive thriller will have you gripped until the final, shocking twist. Fans of Behind
Closed Doors, The Guest List and The Wife Between Us will be hooked by the latest pageturner from US top five bestseller Alison James. Why readers are totally gripped by The Guilty
Wife: ‘Oh my goodness what a fantastic thriller read… a brilliantly addictive thriller, I just loved
every page from the beginning to the end, it was hard to put down and I can most definitely
recommend this book, you are in for a treat… fantastic 5 star book.’ NetGalley reviewer, ?????
‘Five ????? from me! A fascinating domestic thriller with plenty of twists and turns... Love.’
@mewriter4, ????? ‘Will keep you up at night… I was left guessing until the very last page!!
Alison James has nailed it!... The twist and turns will keep you at the edge of your seat, jam
packed with suspense and mystery… will for sure leave you with goosebumps.’
@thrillbythepage, ????? ‘Captivating… I was drawn in by the end of the prologue and didn't lift
my head until the last page… I loved every single page of this book.’ Goodreads reviewer,
????? ‘I gasped out loud and my jaw hit my chest several times... I could not put this book
down.’ Fiction Vixen Reads, ???? ‘Excellent… I had my first gasp within the first fifteen percent
of this thrilling tale, and they just kept on coming!... a whirlwind that I was unable to put down.’
Goodreads reviewer, ????? ‘Loved… a gripping book with plenty of twists and turns… Highly
recommend this book.’ NetGalley reviewer, ?????

Four young men with bright futures step off the path of graduate school and
careers in search of something more--something epic. Desiring more from life
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than well-paying jobs and large bank accounts, they embark on a worldwide
expedition, forging into the Guatemalan highlands, Russia's far north, the
mountains of South Africa, villages in Bangladesh, Nepal's Himalayas, rural
Vietnam and other rarely traveled lands. Through journal entries and first person
accounts, Four Souls weaves together the tales of their journey, including neardeath escapes and bribe-seeking officials, prison camps and race riots,
hurricanes and illegal smuggling. More than just a collection of gripping stories,
Four Souls chronicles the dawning realization that came through the adventure:
that the life they were seeking is in the reach of all who are willing to grasp it.
Catherine: My sister’s always had it all. Angela is blonde, beautiful, and a total
bitch too. Even worse, she’s dating handsome quarterback Hunter Brody. It’s
embarrassing, but sometimes I pretend that I’m my sister when I hear them
through the walls. I pretend it’s Hunter’s hands caressing my curves, and
Hunter whispering sweet nothings in my ear. But what happens when he catches
me in the act? Hunter: I never really noticed Catherine because she’s always
been my girlfriend’s invisible little sister. But when I walk in and see the curvy girl
writhing, moaning, and screaming my name, suddenly, nothing matters anymore.
I’m giving Catherine a baby … even though our love is taboo. Hey Readers – It’s
another scorching tale where a curvy girl gets her revenge by bagging the big
man on campus! But Hunter Brody is more than just an athlete. He’s a man who
adores lush women, and he shows Catherine just how much he loves and
appreciates her by giving her a child. No cheating, no cliffhangers, and always an
HEA. You’ll love the story, I promise! Xoxo, Cassie
“A beautifully written, compulsively readable story of love and of family, with all
the passions and loyalties that alternately bind and divide them but ultimately
prove to be indestructible. Highly recommended.” — Mary Balogh, 35-time New
York Times bestselling author Ripped apart by life, put back together by love. La
Mia Sorella (My Sister) explores the complex relationship between two sisters
and their extraordinary love for one another beneath the weight of southern
Italy’s prejudices and the ever- changing landscape of America’s early 20th
century. From a traditional village embraced by the Mediterranean Sea to
Boston’s North End, the sisters embark on distinctly different roads in pursuit of
love, opportunity and purpose. How can they remain true to themselves, their
calling, their faith, one another and their culture midst a world at war and the
personal battle waged within their own families? Betrayal tests the exceptional
bond of the two sisters torn apart by the overreaching arms of control, desire and
greed. La Mia Sorella (My Sister), a compelling debut novel perfect for fans of
Juliet Grames' The Seven or Eight Deaths of Stella Fortuna.
A 1960s Bronx tomboy learns how to survive her brutal but humorous Italian
family and all the rest that life throws her. The harder you hit the pavement, the
higher you fly. This vivid memoir speaks the intense truth of a Bronx tomboy
whose 1960s girlhood was marked by her father’s lullabies laced with his
dissociative memories of combat in World War II. At four years old, Annie
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Rachele Lanzillotto bounced her Spaldeen on the stoop and watched the boys
play stickball in the street; inside, she hid silver teaspoons behind the heat pipes
to tap calls for help while her father beat her mother. At eighteen, on the edge of
ambitious freedom, her studies at Brown University were halted by the growth of
a massive tumor inside her chest. Thus began a wild, truth-seeking journey for
survival, fueled by the lessons of lasagna vows, and Spaldeen ascensions. From
the stoops of the Bronx to cross-dressing on the streets of Egypt, from the cancer
ward at Memorial Sloan-Kettering to New York City’s gay club scene of the ’80s,
this poignant and authentic story takes us from underneath the dining room table
to the stoop, the sidewalk, the street, and, ultimately, out into the wide world of
immigration, gay subculture, cancer treatment, mental illness, gender dynamics,
drug addiction, domestic violence, and a vast array of Italian American
characters. With a quintessential New Yorker as narrator and guide, this journey
crescendos in a reluctant return home to the timeless wisdom of a peasant,
immigrant grandmother, Rosa Marsico Petruzzelli, who shows us the sweetest
essence of soul.
Before I Let You GoA Gripping Novel about the Unbreakable Bond Between
Sisters
This Dutch case study examines, historically and ethically, Catholic charity in the
19th and 20th centuries. The nuns embodied a spiritual model of devotion, and
theorists offered theoretical models for interpretation; but how to integrate the
perspective of care leavers?
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